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 (paraphrasing Horace Freeland Judson,  
  from his  preface to The Eighth Day of Creation.) 

4 I am personally indebted to Bill Willis 
4 As are so many others 
4 As is the entire field of relativistic heavy ion physics 

  Thanks to Gabor David, Chris Fabjan, Barbara Jacak,  David Lissauer, Tom 
Ludlam, Shoji Nagamiya, Ed O’Brien, Nick Samios, Helio Takai, and Craig 
Woody for help in preparing this talk 
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“Intellectual debts differ from all others,  
in that they are a pleasure to acknowledge.” 
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One Truly Compelling Insight 
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A Possible New Form of Matter at High Density*

T.D. Lr.B
Columbia Un*tersity, New I'ork, New Tork 10027

I. INTRODUCTION

In this talk, I would like to discuss some of my recent theoretical speculations,
made in collaboration with Gian-Carlo Wick. Over the past year, we have tried to
inrcstigate the structure of the vacuum. It is through this investigation that the pos-
frilities of vacuum excitation states and abnormal nuclear states have been sug-
gEsted. Before coming to the main topic, whether or not there may be the possibility
ofa new form of matter at high density, perhaps I should first digress on questions
related to the vacuum.

In physics, one defines the vacuum as the lowest energy state of the system. By
definition, it has zero 4-momentum. In most quantum field-theoretic treatments,
quite often the vacuum state is used only to enable us to perform the mathematical
constmct of a Hilbert space. From the vacuum state, we build the one-particle state,
then the two-particle state, . . . ; hopefully, the resulting Hilbert space will even-
tually resemble our universe. From this approach, different vacuum state means
different Hilbert space, and therefore different universe.

Nevertheless, one may ask: What is this vacuum state? Does it have compli-
cated structure? If so, can a part of this structure be changed? Ever since the formu-
lation of relativity, after the downfall of the classical aether concept, one learns that
&e vacuum is Lorentz invariant. At least, one knows that just running around and
changing the reference system won't alter the vacuum. However, Lorentz invariance
alone does not insure that the vacuum is necessarily simple. For example, the vac-
uum can be as complicated as the product or sum of any scalar field or other scalar
object at the zero 4-momentum limit:

vacuum-Oro or (W)* at ku=O.

From Dirac's hole theory, one knows that the vacuum, though Lorentz-invariant,
can be rather complicated. That this complicated structure of the vacuum may in
part be changeable is suggested by the large variety of broken symmetries, found es-
pecially over the past two decades.

If we consider symmetry quantum numbers such as the isospin I, the strange-
ness S, the parity P, . . . , we find

+0.

tThis research was supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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1974 Was a Busy Year for T.D. 
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  I don’t know.  
 
  Perhaps we can gain insight today from friends 

and colleagues gathered to celebrate his 
enormous scientific legacy. 

  Best estimate (courtesy of Tom Ludlam): 
Early 1979, upon receipt of Lee-Wick paper. 
“Bill was a towering influence … amazingly 
prescient” 

When Did Bill Willis Come Into the Picture? 
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16. High-energy Nucleus-nucleus Collisions: Ideal And Real Experiments  
W. Willis (CERN). Sep 1981. 13 pp. CERN-EP-81-120, C81-07-09-28 
 
19. Experiments On Very High-energy Heavy Ions  
W.J. Willis (CERN). Mar 1981. 29 pp. CERN-EP-81-21 
 
26. Applications Of Wire Chambers In High-energy Physics  
W. Willis (CERN). Jun 1980. 17 pp. Published in Nucl.Instrum.Meth. 176 (1980) 61, CERN-EP-80-90, C80-02-27-26  
 
30. A Measurement of Direct Photon Production at Large P(T) at the CERN ISR  
M. Diakonou, C. Kourkoumelis, L.K. Resvanis (Athens U.), T.A. Filippas, E. Fokitis, C. Trakkas (Natl. Tech. U., Athens), A.M. Cnops, E.C. Fowler, D.M. 
Hood, R.B. Palmer (Brookhaven) et al.. Jan 1980. 12 pp. Published in Phys.Lett. B91 (1980) 296-300, CERN-EP/80-02  

 
44. The Large Spectrometers  
W.J. Willis (CERN & Brookhaven). 1978. Published in Phys.Today 31N10 (1978) 32-39 
 
53. Use of Transition Radiation Detectors at the ISR  
W. Willis (CERN). 1977. Published in In *Erevan 1977, Proceedings, Transition Radiation Of High Energy Particles*, Erevan 1977, 245-255 
 
54. Measurement of Reactions Producing Neutrinos  
D. Cundy, P. Darriulat, F. Palmonari, W. Willis. 1977.  
Published in In *CERN 76-18, Physics With High Energy E+ E- Colliding Beams*, Geneva 1076, 145-168 
 
67.Novel Mechanisms for Particle Acceleration  
W.J. Willis (CERN). 1975. Published in In *Conf.Brookhaven 1975, Isabelle Summer Study*, Brookhaven 1975, 170-181 

   

83.Σ  Production in High-Energy Proton Interactions  

V. Hungerbuehler, R. Majka, J.N. Marx, P. Nemethy, J. Sandweiss, William M. Tanenbaum, W.J. Willis (Yale U.), M. Atac, S. Ecklund, P.J. Gollon (Fermilab) et 
al.. 1973. , Published in Phys.Rev.Lett. 30 (1973) 1234-1237, Erratum-ibid. 31 (1973) 141  

Sample of Bill’s 112(!) Publications from 1974 to 1981 
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  Experiments on Very High 
Energy Heavy Ions,  
CERN-EP-81-21, published in 
Proceedings of the Workshop on Future 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Experiments,  
GSI Darmstadt, October 1980 
 

  “in equilibrium with matter above a certain 
temperature, the physical vacuum must 
necessarily undergo a phase transition to 
the simple, or perturbative, vacuum.” 
 

  Invention(?) of the phrase “cold nuclear 
matter”: “proton-nucleus collisions are 
probably not very effective for such 
studies: the narrow hot region is immersed 
in wet blanket of cold nuclear matter…” 

In The Beginning 
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  High-Energy Nucleus-
Nucleus Collisions, Ideal 
and Real Experiments, 
CERN-EP-81-120, talk given at 
EPS International Conference on High 
Energy Physics, Lisbon, July 1981.  

  “It is a happy circumstance that 
calorimetric detectors … actually perform 
better under conditions of high-energy 
deposit by numerous particles.  
Also, such detectors lend themselves to 
spatial subdivision into a large number of 
cells, particularly the electromagnetic part, 
which is just what is needed to study 
photons and electrons under conditions of 
high particle multiplicity.” 

In The Beginning 
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In The Beginning 
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AN EXPERIMENTAI PROGRAM TO STUDY THE PIIYSICAL VACIII]M:

W. Wi11is
CERN, Geneva, SwiEzerland

1. IHE PITYSICAI VACUW IN COMINING QCD

Quarks and gluons exist; they are nearly massless, but it is very hard
or even impossibie to knock them out of the proton. It is now widely believed
that this it."ng. state of affairs is due to the properties of the physical
vacuum state as it now exists in our part of the Universe. 0n this view, the
ground state of the vacuum is not that familiar in quantum electrodyn:mics
(qeO). That state is basically enpty space, perturbed by fluctuations which
occasionally give rise to a virtual electron-Positron pair. In the quantum
chromodynamic-(QCO) theory of quarks and gluons, the stronger and more conpli-
cated ftrces give rise Eo a state which cannot be described as a Perturbation
oo eEpty space. Instead, the physical vacuum has propertiei which resemble
those of a physical medir:m. For example, the colour field is completely ex-
cluded, or at least strongly repe1led, from a macroscopic volume of physical
vacuum. This effect confines the quarks and gluons, which carry colour, inside
the hadrons. On the scale of hadrons, quantum fluctuations make the phenomena
more complex, but a simple picture postulates that the stroog colour fields in-
side the hadron create a local volume of space more like the Perturbative vac-
uu6 state, reverting to the physical vacuum state outside. Ihis concept has
been quantitatively expressed by the bag nodel, wiEh some success.

This physical vacuum is also supposed to explain the origin of broken s1m-
xgetries. An analogy is a perfectly symetrical sphere of iron. Above the
Curie temperature the st.ate has spherical syno:retry. At low temPeraEure' the
ground state will be EagneEized, with the magnetic field pointing in an arbit-
iary direction determined by guantutr fluctuations' rhe s;rnmeEry of the state
has been broken, without any arbitrary direction entering in the Laws of na-
ture. By a quite similar mechanism, Ehe par:meters of the physical vacuum
could deiermine Ehe seemingly arbitrary breaking of sytnmetries in particle Phy-
sics, though the fundamental laws remain symmetrical.

It seems that the physical vacuum has acquired properties reminiscent of
Ma:<r"rellrs eEher. At least, so \re are asked to believe. Maxwell introduced his
ether for plausible reasons, but crucial experimental tests were found, and the
theory was found wanting. In this talk I discuss exPeriments for testing
the idea that the physical vacuuu is not identical to the perturbative onei).

Our vacugm state has no consequences for the testing of special relati-
vity, and probably none for (macroscopic) general relativity. Fortunately,
.ooih"r cLassical experiment on the vacuum is predicted to show striking re-
sults. The effect is due to the predicted instability of the physical vacuum
state. in the presence of high-energy density or matter density. Under these
conditions, the lower-energy state is that based on the perturbative vacuum:
empty space with real and virtual quarks and gluons traversing it, without
"o1o,r. confinement. This change to a qualitative different state is in fact
expected to occur, under suitable condiEions, as a sharp phase transition.
Th! origin in this transition is that the physical vacuum state is supposed to
arise from ordered virtual constituents which are disrupted by thermal agita-
tions, or the colour fields of dense metter. The analogy of the iron sphere
is again valid: the spontaneous sy@Ietry breaking of the physical vacuurn is a

LBL-12652
UC-34

coN F-8105104

HIGH ENERGY
HEAVY ION STUDY
MAY 18-22, Iggl

PROCEEDINGS

E

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 9 4720

PREPARED FOR THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY UNDER CONTRACT W.7405-ENG-48 OCTOBER 1981



Vacuum Melting & Novel Effects in Peripheral Collisions 
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different stages.

5. IHE PROBLEM OF OBSERVABLES

(b) (c)

the evolution of a glancing collision of a very high

, in the rest frame of the iarget nucleus, at three

Though only a small fraction of all pions traverse the non-interacting

portion of the Earget, the number can "rrily reach ten or more. The waverength

of these pions will be of the same order as the nuclear size. The effects of

such a intense wave of strongly interacting pions,.y p.oar"e an interesting

ordering in the nuclear matter, which *"y b"'detectabte by observing the nu_

cl-eons, which are unlikery to have the characteristics expected for,,specta-

tors"' or by observations of the pions with velocities near that of the target.

The Iiteraau..." orr_ this subject does not provide many good discussions of

the quantities to be observed. One of the r""krr..""., as werl as strength, of

the thermodynamical method is that one can proceed happir.y in a discussion

using the thermodynamic variables without ti',. r,e""ssity of explaining how they

are to be measured' The problem becomes acute when there are strong temporal

and spatial variations. A correct procedure would be to perform a Monte carlo

simulation at the constituent and vacuum level, but that is out of reach for
the moment' I^Ie cannot yet renounce thermodynamical considerations.

I{e can begin the discussion by noting that Eost of the coEnnon observables

are not very useful' Most hadrons will hive at last scattered near the sur-

face of the interaction volume, largely erasing the information about their
previous history' rt is not sensible to go to such trouble to provide a good

surface-to-volume ratio, and then selectively to observe the surface. weakly

interacting probes are cal1ed for. Most of our considerat.ions must then deal

with phorons, or virtual photons observed as lepton;;;;;;i:"" 
ruusL LI

The photons in question are of course direct photons, not those from me-

son decays. This.suggests a rare particle, ot oraei-ii';;'";;;";:;-lo'pior,",
but that can be misleading. For example, the point-1ike nature or-ite photon

causes it to be much more common at high transverse momenta, where l/trg > toz

beyond 5 Gev/c. More complex phenomena are probabry present at 1ow p1, where

observations, so far aI1 depending on-repton pairsr'.ho, a relatively copious

production of virtual Photons. rtre-virtual pir"aoi" have the advantage that
the mass distribution carries some inform.tii"r-ro-tr,"t the temperature of an

equilibriun source could in principle be r.aa uy uiir,". the Eass distribution
or the transverse momentum distribution. r*p.rir.r,ta1Iy, they have the advan_

tage of avoiding cont:mination from pion decay, thougt the conversion to 1ep_

ton pairs costs a factor of I03 i, rat". As A increases, the ratio of volume

(producing photons) increases more quiekly th"r, ";;arce (producing pions).

This further enhances the y/n, ratio, proUaULy--to-r.lu", (> rcZ) which can be

measured directlyT).
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PLANCK EXPERIMENT ON VACUUM MELTING

a)

NO GLUONS.

r coMProN
SCATTERI NG HIGH ENERGY PROTON

PROEE

T = 3OO,K

b)

COLOUR FIELD
CORRELATIONS

CRITICAL
OPALESCENCE

Tc 2OO MeV

c)

FREE OUARKS
AND GLUONS

GLUON COMPTON
SCATTERING

PHOTON
.....!.....+ GLUON

OUARK

Fig. 1 Idealized experiment on "melting of the vacuun": a) Box at
ambient temperature, showing thermal photons detected by Coopton
scattering of high-energy prorons; b) at critical temperature,with large-scale fluctuations of the colour dielectric constant,
and critical opalescence for protons; c) above Eransition, free
gluons and quarks are detected in the middle of the box.



My Own Beginning 
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  CERN Courier, 

January 1982, 
pp. 17-20 
 
(a condensed  
  version of his  
  contribution to 
  the proceedings 
  of the May 1981 
  workshop at 
  LBL) 



  “Most hadrons will have at last scattered near 
the surface of the interaction volume, largely 
erasing the information about their previous 
history. It is not sensible to go to such trouble to 
provide a good surface-to-volume ratio, and 
then selectively to observe the surface. Weakly 
interacting probes are called for.” 

Bill’s Scientific Insight 
15 



•  “The effect is due to the predicted instability of the 
vacuum in the presence of high energy or matter 
density.” 
 

•  “The ‘Curie temperature’ of the vacuum is of the order 
of the QCD scale parameter.” 
 

•  “It seems clear that the energies investigated at 
Berkeley and Dubna, a few GeV per nucleon, are not 
sufficient and the further investigation of these 
phenomena must await the availability of much higher 
energy nuclear collisions.” 

From That Inspirational Article 
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From That Inspirational Article 
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The AFS at the ISR 
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  CERN, and the 
beautiful AFS 
apparatus, 
beckoned like 
the shining city 
on the hill… 

Emerging from a Bevalac Cave 
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1983: Another Shining City is Proposed 
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1983: The First Named “Quark Matter” Conference 
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Also Speckle Interferometry (!) 
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  “In the high multiplicity events we are 
describing, we approach the other limit, 
where there often are more than two 
particles in the same volume. It is then 
very bad to neglect the part of the 
information carried by more than two 
particle correlations. The correct formalism 
to use in the many particle limit is known 
from optical studies. The analog is that of 
"speckle interferometry," so called because 
coherent light scattered from a rough 
surface produces "speckles" familiar to 
anyone who has seen an ordinary object 
illuminated with a Ne-He laser, with its 
characteristic grainy appearance.” 



An Intellectual Debt 
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RHIC Advisory Committee: 1985-1997 
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Bill was a charter member, and served the entire duration of the committee – Nick Samios 



~1986: Fixed Target Program (E802) 
25 



From Shoji Nagamiya 
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“(Bill) was deeply 
impressed by our 
technologies to resolve 
kaons from pions by 
having TOF resolution of 
about 70 ps.  Therefore, 
he asked me to join the 
NA44 experiment and 
bring our technologies of 
high resolution TOF.” 



~1988: E814 
27 

  (From David Lissauer) 
  “Study of extreme 

peripheral collisions and of 
the transition from 
peripheral to central 
collisions in reactions 
induced by relativistic 
Heavy Ions” 

  Recycled from R806/R807: 
4 NaI crystals 
4 Ur-Scint calorimeter 

  (Photos courtesy of  
Helio Takai) 
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1985: Making It Happen 
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From Shoji Nagamiya 
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“(Bill) was deeply 
impressed by our 
technologies to resolve 
kaons from pions by 
having TOF resolution of 
about 70 ps.  Therefore, 
he asked me to join the 
NA44 experiment and 
bring our technologies of 
high resolution TOF.” 
 

“I stayed at CERN for short 
time.  There, I started to 
know Bill more in depth.  
For example, when we were 
talking, he suggested 
axial field arrangement for 
RHIC, since his design at 
ISR was based on the axial 
field magnet.  I finally 
adopted this idea for both 
OASIS and later for 
PHENIX.” 
 



1990: Initial OASIS Design 
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1991: OASIS à RE2 
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1991 Labor Day Massacre 

12-Mar-10 W.A. Zajc 

“reject all three Letters of Intent because of what 
were felt to be major deficiencies in each of them.” 

“The Committee decided to place the emphasis on a 
detector designed to measure electrons and 
photons emerging from the QGP.” 

“The Laboratory has appointed Sam Aronson as 
Spokesman and Project Director.” 

“Those of you who are primarily interested in 
hadron physics will be welcomed by the STAR 
Collaboration which has been empowered to build a 
large TPC detector.” 

“The Laboratory is prepared to contributed at most 
$30 million to the design and construction of this 
detector.  



RE2 à PHENIX à 120+ Publications 
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In The Beginning 
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Liquid Argon over 10 units of η ! 
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2010: Discovery of Jet Asymmetry 
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Bill’s Suggestion: Very Fine η Segmentation 
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Physics from Bill’s Suggestion 
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  ATLAS Direct Photon 
measurements in Pb+Pb 
made possible by fine η strips:   

  Iwona Grabowska-Bold, Isolated Direct Photons 
in Pb+Pb Collisions at 2.76 TeV, QM2012 

  Peter Steinberg, Z and γ-jet Measurements in  
Pb+Pb Collisions in ATLAS, QM2012 
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